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This paper tries to connect the theory of genetic algorithm (GA) learning to evolutionary
game theory. It is shown that economic learning via genetic algorithms can be described as
a specific form of evolutionary game. It will be pointed out that GA learning results in a
series of near Nash equilibria which during the learning process build up to finally reach a
neighborhood of an evolutionarily stable state. In order to clarify this point, a concept of
evolutionary stability of genetic populations will be developed. Thus, in a second part of the
paper it becomes possible to explain both, the reasons for the specific dynamics of standard
GA learning models and the different kind of dynamics of GA learning models, which use
extensions to the standard GA.
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Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have been frequently used in economics to characterize a well
defined form of social learning.1 They have been applied to mainstream economics problems
and mathematically analyzed as to their specific dynamic and stochastic properties.2 But,
although widely seen as conducting a rather evolutionary economic line of thought, up to
now there is no piece of work explicitly focusing on what it is that makes GA learning an
evolutionary kind of behavior.
This paper aims to clarify the scientific advantage of viewing genetic algorithms as evolutionary processes. Evolutionary game theory delivers some very useful tools, which can help
explaining why economic GAs behave the way they do. In more detail, it can be found out
what are the reasons for the special, non–converging dynamics of the standard GA, and —
more than this — it can be explained why certain changes to the GA, like the introduction of
the election operator3, can change the GA–dynamics to an as dramatic extent as they do.
As genetic algorithms have been well introduced into economic research, this paper will
not explicitly review the specific structure and working principles of GAs. The reader will be
provided to have a basic notion of genetic algorithms, which can be gained from e.g. Goldberg (1989) or Mitchell (1996). The kind of genetic algorithms found in these books will be
called ’basic’ or ’standard’ genetic algorithm. In this paper, the standard GA will mainly be
dealt with. Nevertheless, the analysis that will be carried out will give rise to the opportunity
of analysing more difficult variants of genetic algorithms. Thus, in a further part of this paper, even enhanced or augmented genetic algorithms will be briefly dealt with, clarifying the
reasons why some of these variants behave differently from the standard GA.
This paper will face the question what is evolutionary in GA learning. First, it will be
shown that there is a close connection between evolutionary game theory and genetic algorithm
learning. Using this notion it will be pointed out that genetic evolving populations can be
interpreted as a series of near Nash equilibria. Then, in a second step, the well–known concept
of evolutionary stability will be transferred to the field of GA research. In a third step, it
will be shown that under the regime of the market genetic algorithm learning leads to a kind of
evolutionary dynamics, which can be described as economic progress rather then just economic
change. A further part of the paper makes clear why some frequently used modifications to
the basic GA result in kinds of dynamics which are very different from the basic dynamics. At
last, the paper ends with a summary.
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As there is a growingly large number of different variants of Genetic Algorithms in economic
research, this paper will mainly deal with the most basic GA, the standard GA, which is
1 Some

frequently cited papers are Andreoni and Miller (1995), Arifovic (1994, 95, 96), Axelrod (1987),
Birchenhall (1995), and Bullard and Duffy (1998).
2 Dawid (1994), Riechmann (1998a).
3 See Arifovic (1994).
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described in detail by Goldberg (1989). The standard GA is the GA all other variant GAs are
derived from.
The standard GA is a stochastic process which repeatedly turns one population of bit strings
into another. These bit strings are called genetic individuals. In economic research they normally stand for some economic strategy or routine in the sense of Nelson and Winter (1982).
These routines are said to be used by economic agents.4
Each repeated ‘turn’ of the genetic algorithm essentially consists of two kinds of stochastic
processes, which are variety generating and variety restricting processes. Variety generating
processes are processes in that new economic strategies are developed by the economic agents.
In the standard GA these processes are reproduction, which is interpreted as learning by imitation, crossover, which is interpreted as learning by communication, and mutation, which is
interpreted as learning by experiment. All these processes, or genetic operators, take some old
economic strategies and use them to find new ones, thus enhancing the variety of strategies
within the current population. In the standard GA, there is one variety restricting process,
which is the genetic operator of selection. Selection decreases the number of different economic strategies. It first evaluates the economic success of each strategy, thus often being
interpreted as playing the role of the market as an information revealing device.5 Then it selects strategies to be part of the next population. The selection operator of the standard GA
does so by applying a kind of biased stochastic process: Selection for the next generation is
done by repeatedly drawing with replacement strategies from the pool of the old population
to be taken over into the next one. The chance of each strategy to be drawn is equal to its
relative fitness, which is the ratio of its market success to the sum of the market success of
all strategies in the population. Thus, the number of different strategies within a population is
reduced again.
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Close relationships between economic learning models and models of evolutionary theory have
been recognized before. Marimon (1993) gives a clear notion of the similarities of learning
models on the one hand and evolutionary processes on the other. As genetic algorithms, too,
have been broadly interpreted as models of economic learning6, this section will show that
they can also be regarded as evolutionary processes.
At a first glance, it is the structure of genetic algorithms and evolutionary models that
seems to suggest a close relationship between GAs and evolutionary economic theory: Both
face the central structure of a population of economic agents interacting within some well
defined economic environment and aiming to optimize individual behavior.
As the aim of this paper is to describe genetic algorithms as evolutionary processes, the first
question to be answered is the question, if GAs are evolutionary processes at all. In the follow4 It

is important to clarify the following point: A genetic individual is not interpreted as an economic agent, but
as an economic strategy used by an economic agent. This interpretation allows for several agents employing
the same strategy.
5 Note, that this has already been described by Hayek (1978).
6 For such an interpretation see e.g. Dawid (1996).
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ing, it will be argued that GAs are a specific form of evolutionary processes, i.e. evolutionary
games.
Friedman (1998, p. 16) gives three characteristics for an evolutionary game:
‘By an evolutionary game, I mean any formal model of strategic interaction
over time in which (a) higher payoff strategies tend over time to displace lower
payoff strategies, but (b) there is some inertia, and (c) players do not systematically attempt to influence other players’ future actions.’
Prior to checking these three points, it is important to notice that economic GAs are in
fact models of strategic interactions. In the interpretation as models of social learning, GAs
deal with a number of economic agents, each trying to find a behavioral strategy which, due to
her surrounding, gives her the best payoff possible. GAs are models of social learning, which
in fact is a way of learning by interaction.7 Thus, it can be recognized, that GAs are in fact
models of ‘strategic interaction’.
Moreover, GAs are dynamic processes which reproductively prefer higher payoff strategies
over lower payoff ones. It has been shown that in the standard GA the probability of a strategy
i to be reproduced from its current population n into next period’s population, P a i b n c , only
depends on its relative fitness R a i b n c , which is the strategy’s payoff or market success relative to
the aggregate payoff of the population n.8 Higher relative fitness leads to a higher reproduction
probability:
dP a i b n c
0
dR a i b n c`d

(1)

Thus, Friedman’s condition (a) is fulfilled.
Secondly, according to Friedman, inertia means that changes in behavior do not take place
too abruptly. As mutation, or learning by experiment, is the source of the most abrupt changes
in GA learning, it should be proved that small changes by mutation are more likely than big
ones. For the standard GA, using binary representation of genetic individuals, the mutation
operator is quite simple. Mutation randomly alters (‘flips’) single bits of the bit string by
which an economic strategy (i.e. a genetic individual) is coded. Each bit of the string has a
small probability µ to be changed. µ, which is called the mutation probability, is the same for
every bit within every genetic individual of every population. Figure 1 shows an example of
the mutation operator. The fact that small changes by mutation are more likely than big ones
can be shown as follows: The probability of an economic strategy i to be turned into strategy
j by mutation, Pm a i e j c , depends on the length of the genetic individuals’ bit strings, L, the
mutation probability µ, and the number of bits that have to be flipped in order to turn i into j,
which is called the Hamming distance between i and j, H a i e j c :
Pm a i e j c@f µH g i h j i a 1 j µ c L k
7 There

H g ih ji

(2)

are, on the contrary, ways of individual, i.e. non–social learning as e.g. statistical forms of learning or
neural network learning.
8 For a more precise description of this, refer to Riechmann (1998a).
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Figure 1: Mutation (example)
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For the normal parameter value of µ,9 this means the obvious: Small changes in strategy are
more likely than big changes.10 Thus, it becomes evident that GA learning processes are
processes which contain some inertia.
Friedman’s third point (‘players do not systematically attempt to influence other players’
future actions’) can be proved more verbally. The agents that are modelled by an economic
GA have very restricted knowledge. By the time an economic agent forms her latest economic
strategy she does not know anything about the plans of the other agents in her population. All
an economic agent in a GA model can do is to try her best to adopt to her neighbors’ past
actions, for the near past is all an economic agent can remember. Taking into account these
very limited individual abilities, it is easy to conclude, that there is no room for systematic
influences on other agents’ actions.
From the above it can be concluded, that models of economic GA learning are in fact
models which can be interpreted as evolutionary games as well.
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The main structure in genetic algorithm learning models is the genetic population. It can be
noticed that a population is nothing more than a distribution of different economic or behavioral strategies.11 This is true for genetic populations as well as for populations in the game
theoretic meaning of the word. Thus, it can be said that a genetic population is a game theoretic
the mutation probability µ ranges somewhere between 1  100 and 1  1 000.
(2) deserves two further remarks. First, the fact that for µ  1  2 big changes are more likely
than small ones explains that fact that for relatively large values of µ, GA results seem to become very similar
to random walks. Secondly, the result yields an interesting interpretation for the field of economic learning.
If mutation is interpreted as learning by experiment, (2) shows that a little experimenting is a good thing to
do, while too many experiments will disturb the generation of valuable new economic strategies. If mutation
is interpreted as making mistakes in imitation or communication (see e.g. Alchian (1950)), (2) simply means
that you should not make too many of those mistakes.
11 For an in–depth discussion of this, refer to Davis and Principe (1993) or Riechmann (1998a).
9 Normally,

10 The result given in
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population.12
Genetic algorithms are in fact describing a repeated economic game. Imagine a genetic
algorithm using a population of M genetic individuals with the length of each individual’s bit
string of L. This GA is able to deal with every economic strategy in S, the set of all available
strategies. S has the size N f b S b f 2L . This means that this GA can be interpreted as a
repeated symmetric one population M person game with up to N possible pure strategies. But,
compared to ‘normal’ evolutionary games, within most economic GA learning models, the
rules are different. Whereas in evolutionary games most of the time a strategy is repeatedly
paired with single competing strategies, in genetic algorithm learning, each strategy plays
against the whole aggregate rest of the population.13 There is no direct opponent to a single
strategy. Instead, every economic agent aims to find a strategy i  S that performs as good as
possible relative to its environment, which is completely determined by the current population
n and the objective function R aGc . 14
This means that every economic agent i faces problem (4).15
max R a i b n c

(4)

i S

This directly leads to the concept of Nash equilibria. While a Nash strategy is defined as
the best strategy given the strategies of the competitors, a Nash strategy is exactly what every
economic agent, alias genetic individual, is trying to reach. Thus, as a first step of analysis,
a genetic algorithm can be seen as modelling a system of economic agents, each trying to
play a Nash strategy. In economic terms this means that every agent tries to coordinate her
strategy with the other agents’ ones, for this is the best way of maximizing her profit (or utility
or payoff or whatever the model wants the agent to maximize). A genetic population can be
interpreted as a population of agents, each trying to play Nash.
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While a genetic population represents a primarily static concept, learning processes are of
course genuinely dynamic processes. Thus, in order to analyze GA learning as an evolutionary
learning process, the dynamics and concepts of stability have to be analyzed.16
12 See

Witt (1993a, pp. 4–6) and his description of a ‘shift to population thinking’ taking place in evolutionary
economics.
13 While this notion is true for most of the economic GA models, for some it is not, including Axelrod (1987)
and Andreoni and Miller (1995).
14 The exact mathematical formulation can be found in equation Riechmann (1998a, equation (7)), which, in
game theoretic terms, gives the payoff to agent i playing against the rest of population n. It should be noted,
that in games a player‘s payoff depends on his action and the action of every opponent, so that the best
formulation of fitness or payoff is R  i  n .
15 Although (4) looks a bit complicated, even compared to most of the mainstream economic models, it it in fact
remarkably simple. All it says is ‘Do the best you can with respect to your neighborhood!’
16 Replicator dynamics (see e.g. Weibull (1995) or Hofbauer and Sigmund (1988, 98)), which have often been
used to characterize evolutionary dynamics, seem to be unsuited for some economic problems. (Mailath
(1992, p. 286) even suggests that ‘There is nothing in economics to justify replicator dynamics’.) Applied
to the analysis of GA learning, replicator dynamics, not directly accounting for stochastics, are simply not
precise enough to cover the whole GA learning process.
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This paper will make use of the concept of evolutionary stability, especially the notion of
evolutionarily stable strategies or evolutionarily stable states (ESS).17 In short, a strategy is
evolutionarily stable if, relative to its population, it performs better than any new, ‘invading’
strategy. Though widely used in economic dynamics, the concept of ESS has two weaknesses
which make this concept seem to be of only limited suitability for the analysis of genetic
algorithms. The first weakness lies in the fact that the concept of ESS is based on symmetric
two person games only. As mentioned above, this is not the form of games usually played in
GA learning. Most GAs have each genetic individual playing against the aggregate rest of the
population. Secondly, there is no explicit formulation of the selection process underlying the
concept of evolutionary stability. ESS are based on the notion that invading ‘mutant’ strategies
are somehow rejected or eliminated from the population. It is not clear how this rejection will
be carried out. Genetic algorithms, in contrast, present a clear concept of rejection: Every
strategy will be exposed to a test, which is best described as a one–against–the–rest game.
Then it will be reproduced or rejected with a probability depending on its performance (i.e.
market performance) in the game. GA reproduction or rejection has two main features, it
selects due to performance and it selects due to probability, which means that a bad strategy
will be rejected almost surely but not with probability one.
Thus, a refined concept of evolutionary stability for genetic algorithms is presented. An
attempt to set up a concept of evolutionary stability for genetic algorithms which is keeping
the spirit of the ESS is the following: A genetic population is evolutionarily stable if the
process of the genetic algorithm rejects an invasion by one or more strategies from the genetic
population. Invasion itself can either take the form of a totally new strategy entering the
population or it can simply mean a change in the frequency of the strategies already contained
within the population. Thus, a clearer definition of an evolutionarily stable population might
be: A population is evolutionarily stable if it is resistant against changes in its composition.
More formally, a genetic population n will be called evolutionarily superior to population
es
m, (denoted as n m) if it exhibits two characteristics18 :





d

Every strategy i contained within population n has at least the same fitness in the basic
population n as it has in the invaded population m, while at least one strategy has even
more fitness in n than in m.
The invading strategies k  m  n  are the worst performing strategies contained in m, so
that they will be most surely rejected.

In mathematical terms, a genetic population n is evolutionarily superior to m, if



17 See

R a i b n cX
j with R a j b n c
d

R a k b mc

w

R a i b m c i  n
R a j b mc
R a i b m c i  n;  k  m  n 

(5)
(6)
(7)

Maynard Smith (1982), Hofbauer and Sigmund (1988, 98), Samuelson (1997), Weibull (1995), Marks
(1992), or Mailath (1992) (to mention just a few of various pieces of work on this topic).
18
Note that the following characterizes a kind of weak dominance concept.
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For full validity, a further remark is necessary, even if it is a little beyond the scope of
this paper: Within genetic algorithms, invading strategies can only result from reproduction
(‘imitation’), crossover (‘communication’) or mutation (‘experiment’) within the population
itself. This means that the final outcome of GAs without mutation (i.e. processes with learning
by imitation and communication only), which are uniform populations, may have other populations being superior to them, but — without mutation — better populations simply cannot
arise.19
Note that (5) to (7) induce a partial ordering on the set of genetic populations S . A stable
population in the concept of (5) to (7) is a population that is superior to every other population:
n is an evolutionarily stable population, if

n

es

d

m

 m  S  n 

(8)

Condition (8) is in fact a generalization of the concept of evolutionary stability.20
Due to the fact that genetic algorithm selection is a probabilistic rather than a deterministic
process, invading strategies, even in a evolutionarily stable population, may not be rejected
within a single round of the algorithm. It can only be stated that the invader will be driven out of
the population within finite time. That is to say: If a genetic population is evolutionarily stable,
it will recover from an invasion within a finite number of steps of the GA, which means that in
the long run the population will not lastingly be changed. Nevertheless, once an evolutionarily
stable population is invaded, there may appear a number of evolutionarily inferior populations
within the next few rounds of the GA. These populations represent transitory states of the
process of rejecting the invader. Riechmann (1998a) shows that there is in fact more than one
population that will occur in the long run. More precisely, Markov chain analysis of genetic
algorithms shows that due to the special dynamic properties of genetic algorithms there is
a whole distribution of genetic populations that will repeatedly be reached during the GA
process.
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As a consequence of what has been developed in the preceding parts, dynamics of genetic
algorithms can be characterized in a more evolutionary manner. First of all it can be noticed
that every population describes a game theoretic outset which is a near Nash equilibrium. The
genetic algorithm as a process of turning one population into another can be viewed as at
least an approximation of the moving Nash equilibria process. More than this, turning to the
criterion of evolutionary superiority ((5) to (8)), the GA always selects in favour of the superior
population. This notion can be used to characterize genetic learning dynamics: The stochastic
process GA continuously discards populations in favour of better ones in the sense of criterion
(8). This only describes the direction of the process, not the exact path that is taken in time.
In fact, due to the stochastic properties of genetic algorithms, the exact path of the process
19 See
20

Riechmann (1998a) for the restrictions different learning techniques put on the set of available strategies.
Note e.g. the similarity to the Weibull’s (1995), pp. 36 definition.
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highly depends on the starting point, i.e. the composition of the very first genetic population.
And although the path up to an evolutionarily stable equilibrium may differ, Markov chain
theory shows that it will be reached, and specifically that it will be reached irrespectively of
the starting conditions. There may be path dependence, lock–ins, or related phenomena, but
in the case of genetic algorithm learning these will only be of temporary nature. In the long
run, genetic algorithm theory promises, the ‘best’ state will be reached.21
Knowing the special form of the dynamic process of the GA and the direction in which
this process will lead, a few more words can be said about the role of heterogeneity for the
dynamics.
It seems important to notice the way economic changes take place. Starting with some
population, genetic operators (i.e. learning mechanisms) cause changes in the population. New
types of behavior are tested. The test is performed by exposing the strategies to the market.
The market reveals the quality of each tested strategy relative to all the other strategies within
the population. Then selection lets economic agents give up poorly performing strategies
and adopt better ones (imitation) or even create new ones by communication (crossover) or
experimentation (mutation). After that, again, strategies are tested and evaluated by the market,
by that way coordinating the agents’ strategies.
There are in fact two crucial points to this repeated process: First, it is the diversity of
strategies that drives economic change, i.e. the succession of populations constantly altering
their composition. Under the regime of genetic algorithm learning, this change in individual
as well as in social behavior heavily (while not entirely) relies on learning by imitation and
learning by communication. As was pointed out in greater detail in Riechmann (1998a), these
kinds of learning can only take place within heterogeneous populations. Thus, in a way, it can
be said that it is heterogeneity that is the main force behind economic change.
The second crucial point to the process of genetic algorithm learning is the role of selection,
which can be interpreted as the role of the market. While the act of learning will be enough
to achieve economic change, economic development can only be reached by the cooperation
of learning and selection. In order to turn the succession of different populations into the
succession of constantly improving populations (in the sense of evolutionary superiority), a
device is needed that makes it possible to distinguish successful strategies from less successful
ones. Having at hand such a device, it is possible to decide which strategies shall live and
grow and which ones shall die. This device is the market in economics as it is the selection
operator within genetic algorithms. It is the market and only the market that turns economic
change into economic development.22
21 This

may be regarded as a weakness of the concept of genetic algorithm learning, as it neglects the possibility
of modelling path dependence or lock–ins. So it may be worthwhile to mention two further points, which are
mainly beyond the scope of this paper. First, depending on the underlying (economic) problem, some GAs
spend long times supporting populations which are not evolutionarily stable. Some keywords pointing to this
topic are ‘deceptiveness’ of genetic algorithms and the problem of ‘premature convergence’. Secondly, the
lack of ability to model lasting lock–ins or path dependence applies to the basic genetic algorithm. There are
variations of genetic algorithms which are capable of modelling these phenomena. One keyword pointing into
this direction of research may be ‘niching mechanisms’. Again, a good starting point for more descriptions
of all of the special cases and variants of GAs is Goldberg (1989).
22
This reflects a rather classical economic thought, given, e.g., in Hayek (1969) (usually quoted as Hayek
(1978)).
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Summarizing, under the regime of the market, evolutionary dynamics of genetic algorithm
learning is mainly driven by two forces: Heterogeneity, which constantly induces behavioral
(and by that, economic) change, and the market as a coordination device, revealing information
about the quality of each type of behavior and ruling out poorly performing strategies, thus
turning economic change into economic development.
Finally, looking at genetic algorithm learning from an evolutionary point of view, one
more point has to be added. It has been shown that, as long as possible, genetic algorithm
learning and market selection improve individual and with that social behavior. Yet, once an
evolutionarily stable state of behavior has been reached, there certainly is no room for further
improvement. But, due to the special structure of genetic algorithms, this does not mean that
in this state economic agents stop changing their behavior. Learning, or what has above been
called change, still continues and will not cease to continue. Still, there will appear new ways
of individual behavior within a population. Now it is the role of the market (i.e. selection) to
drive these strategies out of the population again. Due to the probabilistic nature of the GA, this
process may take more than one period, thus producing one or even more transitory populations
until the evolutionarily stable population is regained. To put it in different words: Even after an
evolutionarily stable state is reached, evolutionary stability is continuously challenged by new
strategies. While in the first phase of the GA learning process some of these new strategies are
integrated into the population, in the second phase all of the invaders will be replaced again.
So there is an ongoing near equilibrium movement resulting from the continuous rejection of
invading strategies.
In fact, genetic algorithm learning leads to an
‘interplay of coordinating tendencies arising from competitive adaptions in the
markets and de–coordinating tendencies caused by the introduction of novelty’
(Witt (1993b, p. xix)), which has often been regarded as a key feature of evolutionarily economic analysis of the market.23
Long run dynamics of GA learning processes have in mathematical terms been characterized as a state of Ljapunov stability (Riechmann (1998a)). With the help of evolutionary game
theory, a clear economic reason can be found, why this state of Ljapunov stability shows up:
It is a process of near equilibrium dynamics, caused by the continuously ongoing challenge
of the ESS by new strategies and the rejection of these strategies that prevents social behavior
from total convergence but still keeps it near enough to the equilibrium.
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Within this paper, only the most basic type of genetic algorithms has been looked at. In economic research, various forms of GAs are used which employ modifications of the operators
described in this paper. Some modifications of genetic operators have a major impact on the
23 See

Witt (1985).
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dynamics and accordingly on the stability properties of the genetic algorithm containing them.
Two such modifications will briefly be mentioned.
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Within this paper the standard form of the selection operator has been analyzed. While this
‘biased roulette wheel’ selection used in the standard genetic algorithm leads to the reported
results, there are different types of selection which lead to algorithms with different behavior.24
Above all, there is a group of elitist selection operators, including the selection within evolution strategies25 and Arifovic’s (1994) election operator.26 Elitist selection ensures that at
least the first best genetic individual of a population will become a member of the next generation’s population. These differing selection operators show up a much stronger tendency
of leading to strict asymptotic convergence and uniformity of genetic populations.27 This tendency can easily be explained. In contrast to roulette wheel selection, elitist selection ensures
that invading strategies which turn out to be the worst strategies throughout the population will
be replaced at once. This means that there will be no room for transitory populations. Bad
strategies, i.e. strategies obeying condition (7), will be ruled out before they can even enter a
population. This certainly leads to asymptotic behavioral stability.
Which selection operator to choose for a genetic algorithm in an economic model heavily
depends on the economic interpretation of the operators and on its relevance to the problem to
be modeled. This interpretation, in turn, mainly depends on the role, the author of the model
wants to assign to e.g. chance, mass phenomena, network externalities and related topics. The
problem concentrates upon the question whether the best behavior in a certain period will
inevidently find its way into next period’s pool of behavioral strategies (elitist selection) or if
there will be any forces that can prevent this (roulette wheel selection).
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The analysis performed above shows that mutation is a strong force behind economic change.
Yet, used as a metaphor of economic learning by experiment, mutation in its simplest form may
be seen as underestimating economic agents’ rational capacity. Why should agents not notice
if their repeated experiments cease to gain improvements? A modified mutation operator could
be thought of, endogenizing each agents propensity to experiment. A modification of this type,
based on earlier papers by Bäck (1992a, b) and Bäck and Schütz (1996), has been analyzed by
Riechmann (1998b), who finds this change in mutation to smooth but not to totally remove the
resulting near equilibrium dynamics of the GA. The reasons for this finding can be found in the
fact that once a relatively good state is reached, mutation probability is reduced. Learning by
experiment decreases if there is not much left to learn. Thus, there are less invading strategies
producing less transitory populations which leads to a slow down in economic fluctuations.
24 An

overview of various selection schemes can be gained from Goldberg and Deb (1991).
a survey, refer to Bäck, Hoffmeister, and Schwefel (1991).
26 For an interpretation and an extension of the election operator, see Franke (1997).
27 A convergence analysis for genetic algorithms with elitist selection has been carried out by Rudolph (1994). In
his work, Rudolph proves that genetic algorithms with elitist selection will converge to a uniform population.
25 For
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Again, which kind of mutation operator to choose mainly depends on the economic interpretation which should be applied to it.
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Learning by genetic algorithms is a specific form of a repeated evolutionary game. This fact
gives you at hand the whole range of analytical tools evolutionary game theory offers for the
analysis of dynamic processes.
This paper proves that GA learning in fact is an evolutionary game. It uses the notion
of Nash equilibria and a transferred concept of evolutionary stability to describe in detail the
dynamics of genetic algorithm learning both in its standard form and in some of its variants.
Though this is just the beginning of some more pieces of work still to be done, the results are
rather enlightening and help explain why GA learning works the way it apparently does.
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